Exercise 1.
Complete the sentences with appropriate quantifiers.
(Some / little / few / much / a lot of / several / any / a little / a few / many / plenty of / no /every)
1. Very __________ people go out due to the pandemic.
2. Jack is a decent player but unfortunately he has ____________ ability.
3. The capital of this country is very small and doesn't have __________ big buildings. The
citizens don't have
______________ money, and they have ____________ interaction with the rest of the world.
There are lots of motorbikes
but not __________ cars. There are _____________ restaurants, and there is _______________
cultural life.
4. Unfortunately, I don’t have _________ time for playing video games.
5. You can get these maps at ___________ station. They all have them.
6. If you have ___________ questions, let me know.
7. We don’t have ____________ butter left. I should go to the supermarket and get
____________ .
8. The postman rarely comes here, that's why we receive so ___________ mail.
9. There is ____________ point in calling your uncle. He can’t do anything about this.
10. ____________ car will do. We just need to pick our friend up from the airport.
11. He is an expert on languages, but he knows very ___________ about mathematics.
12. There is _____________ food left but there isn't any cake.
13. Do you have ___________ idea about what’s going to happen?
14. I speak __________ French but I don’t speak __________ Italian.
15. There was ___________ rain fall last month. We will not run out of fresh water for a while.
16. Unfortunately, I have _________ talent for dancing.
17. I didn't have ___________ trouble passing the exam.
18. I have ___________ oranges. I can give you one if you want.
19. There isn't _________ time to waste. We have to move quickly.
20. Our company is producing high quality equipment. ____________ items have been returned
this year.

Exercise 2.
Write five sentences using quantifiers.
e.g.: I have a lot of friends. Mr. Jones had several lawsuits against him.
1.____________________________________________________________________________
_________
2.____________________________________________________________________________
_________
3.____________________________________________________________________________
_________
4.____________________________________________________________________________
_________
5.____________________________________________________________________________

ANSWER KEY
EXERCISE 1
1. few
2. a little / no
3. a lot of / any, a lot of, a little / no, any / a lot of, few, little / no
4. a lot of / any
5. every
6. any
7. any, some
8. few
9. no
10. Any
11. little
12. some
13. any
14. a little, any
15. a lot of / plenty of
16. no
17. any
18. plenty of / many
19. any
20. No

